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gems are earned in the course of adventures. the player can choose to spend their gems on two options: power up or restore. a power up restores ap to a maximum of its cost,
whilst a restore restores all ap to a maximum of its cost. restore can only be used if the gem was spent on the exact same unit or allied unit on the same map, or on a fully

upgraded unit. the battle interface is now a slider/meter. along the right side, there is a meter indicating the number of remaining ap. at the top, there is a slider which will activate
attacks. on the left side, there are two sliders with the number of units on each side. there is also a pop-up window which shows the player's selected unit, the selected ap and a
timer indicating the remaining time until the battle will end. youtube videos of pb's a few times in the series. the first time is in what have you done when she says something in

german. in to gj she says something in german, and again in zoidberg when she talks about the nature of the planet. in go with me she says something in german and again at the
end of the episode, saying goodbye. release date: august 23, 2011 cover art by: unknown dvd summary: the powerpuff girls, the regular show, regular prince, and regularly

questing adventure time: volume two, part two is here! it's time to bring back all the friends you've fallen in love with and show them the power of their inner pets. your favorite
magical girls and heroes return to find their inner pets and use their special abilities to take down an army of evil villains.
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the first thing that strikes you is how bright and cheerful these episodes are. it's like the directors got
a new spark in their lives and decided to have a good time making this season. the episodes are also

much longer than previous seasons. it's just not the same. they've made the episodes so much
longer, and the jokes, character interactions, and action scenes are only slightly different from

previous seasons. even though there are some fun-filled episodes, most are very ordinary. the plots
are very generic and the jokes, even the most relatable ones, are stale. the jokes are either too long
or too short, and the characters come off as caricatures. if you were expecting a "cute adventures"
season, this is not it. it is much better than season 6, but still not worth it. season 6: episodes 14-23

stakes parts 9-16 this season really brings finn and jake together. you get to see finn starting to
grow up and come to terms with his feelings for princess bubblegum, jake and his relationship with

the ice king, and marceline's development. the first two seasons were about finn growing up, but this
is about jake and marceline growing up and learning to be normal teenagers. this season is the most

mature season of the show. it also has some of the most entertaining episodes. the animation has
improved slightly. the characters look better and the episodes are actually interesting to watch. the
jokes are still very predictable, and the episodes still have the same issues as previous seasons. the
comedy isn't as sharp as previous seasons, but it's still very funny. there are too many episodes that

drag on for way too long. 5ec8ef588b
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